McMillan GA, Gray JR. A looming-sensitive pathway responds to changes in the trajectory of object motion. J Neurophysiol 108: [1052][1053][1054][1055][1056][1057][1058][1059][1060][1061][1062][1063][1064][1065][1066][1067][1068] 2012. First published May 9, 2012; doi:10.1152/jn.00847.2011.-Two identified locust neurons, the lobula giant movement detector (LGMD) and its postsynaptic partner, the descending contralateral movement detector (DCMD), constitute one motion-sensitive pathway in the visual system that responds preferentially to objects that approach on a direct collision course and are implicated in collision-avoidance behavior. Previously described responses to the approach of paired objects and approaches at different time intervals (Guest BB, Gray JR. J Neurophysiol 95: 1428 -1441, 2006) suggest that this pathway may also be affected by more complicated movements in the locust's visual environment. To test this possibility we presented stationary locusts with disks traveling along combinations of colliding (looming), noncolliding (translatory), and near-miss trajectories. Distinctly different responses to different trajectories and trajectory changes demonstrate that DCMD responds to complex aspects of local visual motion. DCMD peak firing rates associated with the time of collision remained relatively invariant after a trajectory change from translation to looming. Translatory motion initiated in the frontal visual field generated a larger peak firing rate relative to object motion initiated in the posterior visual field, and the peak varied with simulated distance from the eye. Transition from translation to looming produced a transient decrease in the firing rate, whereas transition away from looming produced a transient increase. The change in firing rate at the time of transition was strongly correlated with unique expansion parameters described by the instantaneous angular acceleration of the leading edge and subtense angle of the disk. However, response time remained invariant. While these results may reflect low spatial resolution of the compound eye, they also suggest that this motionsensitive pathway may be capable of monitoring dynamic expansion properties of objects that change the trajectory of motion. vision; motion vision; descending contralateral movement detector; locust; coding IN COMPLEX VISUAL ENVIRONMENTS, detecting and responding to salient visual stimuli, such as an approaching predator, increase an animal's survivability. Detection of and responses to approaching (looming) objects have been studied in many systems, including humans (Gray and Regan 2006; Poljac et al.
IN COMPLEX VISUAL ENVIRONMENTS, detecting and responding to salient visual stimuli, such as an approaching predator, increase an animal's survivability. Detection of and responses to approaching (looming) objects have been studied in many systems, including humans (Gray and Regan 2006; Poljac et al. 2006; Vallis and McFadyen 2003, 2005) and other primates (Maier et al. 2004) , gerbils (Ellard 2004) , birds (Sun and Frost 1998) , frogs (Yamamoto et al. 2003) , fish (Gallagher and Northmore 2006; Preuss et al. 2006) , crabs Oliva et al. 2007) , and many insects (Jablonski and Strausfeld 2001; Robertson and Johnson 1993a; Verspui and Gray 2009; Yamawaki and Toh 2009a) . While research on looming-sensitive neurons has provided insight into mechanisms that underlie responses to simple objects traveling along direct approach trajectories (Gabbiani et al. 2002 or multiple local motion stimuli (Krapp and Gabbiani 2005) , little is known of how they respond to complex natural environments (Gallagher and Northmore 2006; Guest and Gray 2006) .
Gregarious locusts are an ideal system for studying neural mechanisms underlying the processing of complex motion. In a swarm, locusts flying 0.8 m apart (Waloff 1972 ) must contend with multiple objects traveling along various, and often changing, trajectories. Locusts respond to approaching objects by maneuvering during flight (Robertson and Reye 1992; Santer et al. 2006) or initiating a jump while on the ground (Fotowat et al. 2011; Fotowat and Gabbiani 2007; Santer et al. 2005) . The lobula giant movement detector (LGMD) and its postsynaptic partner, the descending contralateral movement detector (DCMD), constitute one motion-sensitive neural pathway in the visual system that responds preferentially to looming objects (Hatsopoulos et al. 1995; Judge and Rind 1997; Schlotterer 1977; Simmons and Rind 1992) and has been implicated in generating avoidance behaviors (Santer et al. 2006; Simmons et al. 2010) . Presynaptic visual inputs onto the LGMD include retinotopically arranged fibers sensitive to local motion (O'Shea and Rowell 1976) and local feedforward inhibition generated by changes in luminance (Rowell et al. 1977) . LGMD excitation is mediated through a phasic lateral inhibitory network (Gabbiani et al. 2002; O'Shea and Rowell 1975) and is terminated after a buildup of feedforward inhibition that defines a peak firing rate near the end of a looming object approach Rind 1996) . The LGMD transmits information to the DCMD in a 1-to-1 spiking ratio Rind 1984) . In turn, DCMD descends along the contralateral side of the body and synapses with interneurons and motoneurons in the thoracic ganglia that control the wings and legs (Boyan 1989; Burrows and Rowell 1973; Pearson et al. 1985; Simmons 1980) . DCMD responds to complex scenes , simultaneous or closely timed paired object approaches (Guest and Gray 2006) , and objects with compound shapes (Guest and Gray 2006) . These findings strongly suggest that this single pathway may be capable of responding to compound object motion. To test this possibility, we presented locusts with the image of a black disk moving with different trajectory parameters (direction, proximity, and course changes relative to the locust). Overall, our findings show that dynamic modulation of the DCMD firing rate reflects aspects of compound visual motion. Trajectories with looming components evoked characteristic and consistent DCMD responses [i.e., time and amplitude of peak firing relative to projected time of collision (TOC)]. We found that DCMD responses to our translatory trajectories (noncolliding) were affected by direction and proximity (higher peak firing rate in response to closer trajectories and trajectories in which motion was initiated in the anterior visual field). We also found that trajectory changes evoked a characteristic modulation of the firing rate depending on whether the object transitioned to or away from a looming trajectory. DCMD responses to transitions were affected by proximity as well as the region of the visual field where transitions occurred. While there was generally little variation in the TOC-associated DCMD responses to the looming component of our compound trajectories, some of the more complicated trajectories did produce a delayed peak firing rate. Overall, however, these data show that the DCMD still remains sensitive to looming after changes in stimulus trajectories.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals
Adult male Locusta migratoria were obtained from a crowded colony maintained in the Department of Biology at the University of Saskatchewan (25-28°C, 12:12-h light-dark cycle). Locusts selected for experiments (carried out at room temperature ϳ25°C) were at least 3 wk past the imaginal molt.
Preparation
After the legs were removed and the wings clipped, a rigid tether was attached to the ventral surface of the thorax with 3M Vetbond Tissue Adhesive 1469SB (3M Animal Care Products, St. Paul, MN). A small patch of ventral cervical cuticle was removed to expose the underlying paired connectives of the ventral nerve cord anterior to the prothoracic ganglia. The exposed tissue was bathed in a drop of locust saline (in mmol: 147 NaCl, 10 KCl, 4 CaCl 2 , 3 NaOH, 10 HEPES, pH 7.2), and the preparation was transferred to the recording stage. Neuronal recordings were obtained from the left ventral nerve connective with a bipolar silver wire hook electrode insulated with a mixture of Vaseline and mineral oil. The entire preparation was then rotated so that the locust was oriented dorsal side up with its longitudinal axes 10 cm away and perpendicular to the apex of the rear projection dome screen and the right eye was aligned with the azimuthal and elevational axes of the dome apex (see Fig. 1 of Guest and Gray 2006) . In this way azimuthal positions along the equator of the dome at 0°, 90°, and 180°were directed to the frontal, lateral, and caudal eye equator. The preparation was left for ϳ30 min in front of a projected white visual field (background luminance ϭ 430 cd/m 2 ) before the experiment started to allow the animal to acclimate to the experimental setup. To prevent confounding effects of neural habituation, the interval between each presentation was at least 5 min. Preparations that produced no distinct neural responses (2 or 3 animals) to local motion (hand waving across the projection screen) were not used for experimentation.
Visual Stimuli
The procedure used for visual stimulus generation and data acquisition was similar to that used by Guest and Gray (2006) . Visual stimuli were created with Vision Egg visual stimulus generation software (Straw 2008 ) on a Python programming platform and represented as 1,024 ϫ 1,024 pixel portable network graphics (png) files. Individual pixel sizes on the projection screen were ϳ0.7 mm, corresponding to a visual subtense angle of ϳ0.4°, which is below the highest spatial resolution of the compound eye (Horridge 1978) . The visual stimulus, a 7-cm-or 14-cm-diameter black disk traveling 300 cm/s, was scaled in real time at 85 frames/s and projected onto a specialized rear projection dome screen with a Sony VPL-PX11 LCD data projector. To account for the distortion due to projection onto the curved surface of the screen, correction factors were embedded in the Vision Egg code. A 1.2-ms TTL pulse included in each video frame and the vertical refresh synchronization pulse (vsync) from the video card (NVIDIA GeForce4 Ti4200 128 MB) were used to align physiological recordings with events associated with the stimuli (see below). The final frame of each presentation was determined with the last TTL pulse, which indicated when the object had disappeared from the screen. The corresponding vsync pulse determined the start time of the rendering of this frame. The luminance values and Michelson contrast ratio (0.48) were the same as those used by Guest and Gray (2006) .
Locusts were presented with a randomized set of visual stimuli, and responses were recorded for each particular stimulus per animal, i.e., visual stimuli were presented only once per animal. All visual stimuli were presented at 0°elevation and modified within the azimuthal plane. Two sets of experiments, performed on different groups of locusts, were used to examine DCMD responses to different types of trajectory changes. This was necessary given the long recording times required to present the different combinations of stimuli to each locust. Each experiment included a set of direct approaches (looming). For experiment 1 (n ϭ 20 locusts, 7-cm disk), direct looms started 400 cm from the locust's eye and approached from 45°, 90°, or 135°a zimuth (Fig. 1A ). For experiment 2 (n ϭ 25 locusts, 7-cm or 14-cm disk), direct looms started 2,000 cm from the locust's eye and approached from 90°azimuth (Fig. 1B) . The starting distance was greater for experiment 2 to ensure that motion began when the disk was far enough away to be well below the spatial resolution of the locust eye (Horridge 1978) . The closer starting distance for experiment 1 maintained consistency between translatory and looming trajectories (see below). For each animal in each experiment, direct looms ended 10 cm from the eye and the presentation sequence began and ended with a direct loom from 90°to test for potential effects of the duration of the experiment on DCMD responses. All other trajectories within a sequence were presented in random order. For each presentation the disk remained on the screen for 1 s before disappearing within 1 frame. For presentations with trajectory changes, the transition occurred over 1 frame.
Experiment 1: Responses to Translation and Transition to Looming
This experiment was designed to describe DCMD responses to visual motion that either translates past or changes to a collision course with the locust. We define translation as local small-field motion along a straight trajectory orthogonal to a direct collision course from 90°azimuth. This type of translational motion is thus distinct from wide-field optic flow induced during translatory selfmotion of the animal. Based on the subtense angle when the disk was at 90°azimuth, three distances from the longitudinal plane at the locust's eye were used: 400 cm, 80 cm, and 40 cm (1°, 5°, and 10°v isual subtense at 90°azimuth, respectively; Fig. 1A ). At the furthest distance (400 cm), the diameter of the disk was close to the spatial resolution of a single ommatidium. Approaching objects that pass through a 10°subtense angle (ϳ40 cm away and the closest distance used here) have been shown to initiate avoidance behavior in tethered flying locusts (Robertson and Johnson 1993b) . The 80-cm distance (5°s ubtense at 90°azimuth) was used as an intermediate distance. Disks on direct collision trajectories approached from 400 cm at 45°, 90°, and 135°azimuth, stimulating the anterior, center, and posterior visual fields, respectively. Distances for translating trajectories (no collision component) were based on the three distances described above (400 cm, 80 cm, and 40 cm). Based on these coordinates, translating disks traveled across 120°(from 30°to 150°), 168°(6°to 174°), or 174°(3°t o 177°) of the azimuthal plane at distances of 400 cm, 80 cm, or 40 cm, respectively.
To test the effects of trajectory changes during object motion, we presented compound trajectories that contained translatory and loom-ing components. For one combination, motion began in the anterior or posterior visual field and traveled along a translatory trajectory at one of the distances described above. Motion from the anterior region transitioned to looming at 45°azimuth, whereas motion from the posterior region transitioned to looming at 135°azimuth. Another combination included motion that began in the anterior or posterior region, translated through 90°azimuth, and transitioned to looming at either 135°azimuth (from initial anterior motion) or 45°(from initial posterior motion; Fig. 1A) .
To test the effect of direction, we presented each trajectory type along a mirrored direction of motion. In total, the experimental presentation sequence consisted of 27 unique stimuli: 3 looming, 6 translatory, and 18 translatory transitioning to looming trajectories. To simplify identification of trajectories that transition from translating to looming we use the following convention: initial direction of motion (anterior, A, or posterior, P), the azimuthal angle of a trajectory change, and initial distance from the locust's eye. For example, A-80 represents a translating trajectory that begins in the anterior visual field and passes through 90°azimuth at a distance of 80 cm from the center of the eye, A45-400 represents motion that begins in the anterior visual field (at an appropriate distance such that it would be 400 cm from the center of the eye if passing through 90°azimuth) and transitions to looming at 45°azimuth. P45-400 begins from the posterior visual field, passes through 90°azimuth at 400 cm, and transitions to looming at 45°azimuth (Fig. 1A) .
Depending on the trajectory type, DCMD firing parameters (see RESULTS) were determined relative to TOC, time of transition to a collision course (TOT c ), and/or time when the disk passed through 90°azimuth (T90°).
Experiment 2: Transition From and/or Back to Looming
This experiment was designed to measure DCMD responses to more complex visual stimuli that contained transitions between colliding and noncolliding trajectories. Subsets of three different transition trajectory types were presented to each locust (Fig. 1B) . Initial transitions occurred 80 cm from the center of the locust's eye, when the 14-cm disk subtended 10°of the visual field. The first trajectory type, designated 0(180), consisted of an initial approach trajectory at 90°azimuth that transitioned at a distance of 80 cm from the locust and traveled along a straight trajectory to end 15 cm directly in front of (0°azimuth) or behind (180°azimuth) the animal. At the point of transition the object was no longer looming along a direct collision course. The second trajectory type, designated 45(135), consisted of an initial approach trajectory at 90°azimuth that transitioned 80 cm from the locust and traveled along a straight, nonlooming, path until it reached 45°or 135°azimuth. At this point it proceeded along a direct collision course, ending 10 cm from the locust's eye. The third, compound trajectory type, designated 45¡180(135¡0), consisted of an initial approach trajectory at 90°a zimuth that transitioned 80 cm from the locust and traveled along a straight, nonlooming trajectory. It then traveled to a point at 45°or 135°azimuth and then along a direct collision course. The object then transitioned again and traveled to end 15 cm from the locust at 0°or 180°azimuth. The trajectory 135¡0 was presented as a mirror image to control for approaches within the front and rear fields of view. Therefore, accounting for the trajectory type and object size, each locust was presented with 15 unique stimuli.
Depending on the trajectory type, DCMD firing parameters (see RESULTS) were determined relative to the TOC or time of passage at 0°o r 180°azimuth (TOP). These were the projected times (t ϭ 0 s) when the disk passed through the longitudinal plane of the locust at the stimulated eye. We also calculated the time of transition to a noncollision (TOT n ) or collision (TOT c ) trajectory. For 0(180) there was only one trajectory change (TOT n ), for 45(135) there were two (TOT n followed by TOT c ), and for 45¡180(135¡0) there were three (in order, TOT n1 , TOT c , TOT n2 ). A: for experiment 1, disks (7 cm) moved along trajectories that were looming, translating, or translation transitioning to looming. We presented 3 simple looming trajectories at azimuthal angles of 45°, 90°, and 135°that started 400 cm from the locust's eye and 6 translating trajectories in which motion started in the anterior or posterior visual field at 3 different distances perpendicular to the center of the eye (400 cm, 80 cm, and 40 cm). We also presented 18 trajectories that contained combinations of translation transitioning to looming. Motion along these trajectories began in the anterior or posterior visual field at the 3 distances described above and transitioned at azimuthal angles of 45°, 90°, or 135°. B: for experiment 2, disks (7 or 14 cm) moved along trajectories that started 2,000 cm from the eye, moving along a looming trajectory. The disk then diverged, initially, at a distance of 80 cm from the eye. 
Spike Sorting and Quantification of DCMD Firing Properties
For each presentation, neuronal activity from the left cervical connective, pulses synchronized with each frame of the stimulus, and vsync pulses from the video card were recorded continuously and stored for analysis. Recorded neural activity was amplified with a differential AC amplifier (A-M Systems, model no. 1700, gain ϭ 10,000) and sampled at 25 kHz. A RP2.1 enhanced real-time processor (Tucker-Davis Technologies, Alachua, FL) with Butterworth filter settings of 100 Hz (high pass) and 5 kHz (low pass) was used to store the data to disk. DCMD activity in the cervical connective was identified by threshold analysis in Offline Sorter (Plexon, Dallas, TX). The characteristically large amplitude DCMD spikes were easily isolated with this method. Spike times were exported to Neuroexplorer spike train analysis software (NEX Technologies, Littleton, MA), and spike times were transformed into peristimulus time histograms with a 1-ms bin width and smoothed with a 50-ms Gaussian filter (Fig. 2) . To characterize DCMD firing properties we measured the firing rate (f) and time relative to TOC or TOP (t) associated with each local peak (f p , t p ) or valley (f v , t v ) firing rate as well as the peak width at one-half the maximum firing rate (for TOC-or TOTassociated peaks) and the number of spikes from 2.5 s before to 0.2 s after TOC or TOP. We also measured the response time (␦) from each TOT to the associated peak or valley.
A change in the firing rate (f=) from each TOT to an associated peak or valley was used to explore a putative relationship between DCMD firing properties and expansion characteristics of disks that changed trajectory. One property is a change in the subtense angle () of the disk over time, calculated as the first derivative (=), which is known to be related to DCMD looming responses (Gabbiani et al. 1999) . However, as a disk transitions to or from a looming trajectory, = will change depending on the direction and extent of transition. Therefore, we calculated the instantaneous angular acceleration (Љ) associated with each transition. Looming is defined as the approach of an object along a direct collision course at constant velocity. For an approaching disk, the edge will expand in a nonlinear way, though uniformly, across the retina during approach. Disks traveling along noncolliding trajectories will produce leading and trailing edges that expand nonuniformly depending on the trajectory and the size of the disk. As a characteristic of the expansion properties of nonlooming disks, we calculated the angle of the leading edge () within the locust's field of view and further calculated the azimuthal angular velocity (=) during object motion and calculated the instantaneous azimuthal angular acceleration associated with each transition to or from a collision course (Љ) as a third expansion parameter. Thus, we plotted f= vs. Љ vs. Љ and fit the data with a two-dimensional (2D) Gaussian equation of the general form z ϭ ae A: looming from 90°azimuth with motion initiated 400 cm from the eye. To describe the DCMD response profile we measured the time and amplitude of the peak firing rate (blue arrow), the width at 1/2 the maximal firing rate (blue line), and the number of spikes for each presentation. B: translating. C: translating to looming at 90°azimuth. D: translating to looming at 45°azimuth. E: translating to looming at 135°azimuth after passing through 90°azimuth. For B-E motion was initiated at 80 cm from the longitudinal plane at the eye. In response to all trajectory categories presented, the firing rate increased after the start of object motion. In response to a purely translating trajectory (B) the firing rate decreased after the time when the disk passed through 90°azimuth (T90°), whereas in response to translating to looming trajectories (C-E) the firing rate decreased after a trajectory change, producing a valley (asterisk), and subsequently increased during the looming phase of motion. Thus each valley was associated with a change to a looming trajectory. where z ϭ f=, x ϭ Љ, y ϭ Љ, x o and y o define the center of the peak of the mesh plot, a is the height of the peak, and b and c are related to the width of the curve in the x and y planes, respectively.
Statistical Analysis
DCMD firing parameters in response to different motion trajectories were tested for normality and equal variance as well as for putative effects of distance and/or direction with SigmaStat 3.0 and plotted with SigmaPlot 10.0 (Systat Software, Richmond, CA). Parametric data were tested with a one-way or two-way ANOVA and plotted as bar graphs with means Ϯ SD, whereas nonparametric data were tested with a Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA on ranks or Friedman repeated-measures ANOVA on ranks and plotted as box plots and medians with 90th and 10th percentiles. Significance was assessed at P Ͻ 0.05. Appropriate post hoc multiple comparisons (Tukey, HolmSidak, or Dunn's) are indicated in relevant sections of RESULTS.
RESULTS
Experiment 1: Translation and Transitions to Looming
Looming. Looming disks evoked consistent and characteristic DCMD responses where the spike rate increased during object approach and peaked near TOC ( Fig. 2A ). Comparing data from the first and final approaches (from 90°), we found no significant differences in the peak firing amplitude, peak time, peak width at half-maximum amplitude, or number of spikes (data not shown). Therefore, there was no hysteresis effect on the duration of each experiment.
The approach angle of direct looms (approaching from azimuthal angles along a single collision trajectory) significantly affected the peak firing rate (H 2 ϭ 17.76) and the peak width at half-maximum (H 2 ϭ 8.06). Approaches from 90°e voked a significantly higher peak amplitude than approaches from 45°(median ϭ 0.83, range ϭ 0.42-1.03, Tukey), and approaches from 135°resulted in a significantly broader peak (median ϭ 1.22, range ϭ 0.74 -1.89, Tukey) relative to 90°( data not shown). There were no significant differences in the peak time or the number of spikes.
Stimulus history. To determine whether stimulus history within a compound approach affected DCMD responses to a final loom, we compared the TOC-associated peak amplitude and time across all trials that contained a direct loom (data not shown). There were no significant differences in the peak amplitude across all trajectories (F 20 ϭ 1.21). However, the type of trajectory had a small, but significant, effect on the time of the TOC-associated peak firing rate for a few trajectories (H 20 ϭ 57.5). Compared with approaches from 90°and P90 -40, TOC-associated peak firing occurred significantly earlier in response to approaches from P135-400, P45-80, A135-400, and A135-80. These differences were small, however, ranging from 21 to 27 ms. There were no other significant differences in the timing of peak firing. The duration of a looming response (peak width at half-maximum amplitude) could not be measured because of modulation of the firing rate induced by translation of the disk across 90°azimuth. These findings demonstrate that DCMD remained sensitive to a looming stimulus after a trajectory change from translation.
Translation. We compared DCMD responses to translatory object motion that was initiated in the anterior or posterior visual field at three different distances from the locust's eye (Fig. 1A) . Regardless of distance or direction of travel, DCMD responded to translating objects with an increasing spike rate that peaked close to the time that the disk passed through 90°a zimuth (T90°; Fig. 3A ). Translation at 80-and 40-cm distances resulted in a more gradual firing rate increase when motion began in the posterior visual field (Fig. 3A , middle and bottom). Consequently, translation starting in the anterior visual field resulted in a more clearly defined peak in the firing rate. The relative distance from the locust where a translation Fig. 3 . Mean DCMD responses and statistical summary for responses to translating trajectories. A: PSTHs aligned to T90°(t ϭ 0 s, red dashed lines) for all 6 responses to mirrored trajectories set at different distances from the longitudinal plane at the locust's eye. Black lines represent responses to motion starting in the anterior visual field, and dark gray lines represent responses to motion starting in the posterior visual field. Blue lines in each panel represent the change in the subtense angle () of the disk during translation. Inset (middle) represents the trajectory category (not to scale). B: within the same direction of motion, disks that traveled closer to the eye evoked higher peak DCMD responses, whereas the peak was affected by the direction of motion only at the 2 closer distances (80 cm and 40 cm, top). While the time of peak firing (t p ) generally occurred before T90°in response to all 6 translating trajectories, peak firing occurred earlier in response to motion initiated in the posterior visual field at the 2 closer distances (bottom). Bars are means Ϯ SD, and box plots are medians with 90th and 10th percentiles; n ϭ 20 locusts. Different letters represent significant differences. See text for statistical details. occurred (F 2,114 ϭ 84.70, n ϭ 20) and the direction of travel (F 1,114 ϭ 28.85, n ϭ 20) significantly affected peak DCMD firing rates (Fig. 3B) . Specifically, the anterior approaches and approaches at closer distances resulted in higher peak firing rates (Holm-Sidak). For each translatory trajectory, time of peak firing typically occurred before the disk passed through 90°azimuth and variation about the median was much lower for anterior approaches ( Fig. 3B ; 80 cm and 40 cm). The time of peak firing was much more variable for disks that translated 400 cm from the locust's eye, and thus it was not surprising that these times were significantly different ( 5 2 ϭ 22.89; Fig.  3B ). The peak firing rate occurred later for trajectories A-80 and A-40 and was insensitive to distance when motion began in the posterior visual field (Tukey). Overall, these data suggest that the DCMD firing rate depended on the distance and direction of translating objects.
Translation to looming. Disks that transitioned from translating to looming evoked a consistent modulation of the DCMD firing rate that was associated with the change in trajectory (Fig. 2, C-E) . During the translatory component of disk motion, the firing rate increased as the disk approached 90°azimuth. For trajectories in which the disk passed through 90°(A135, P45), the firing rate peaked near T90°and then declined. This phase of the response was indistinguishable from responses to purely translating disks. For all transitioning trajectories that started 80 and 40 cm from the locust's eye, transition from translating to looming evoked a transient decrease in the firing rate that produced a clear valley associated with TOT c (Fig. 2, C-E ) and a characteristic looming response during the final approach phase of the stimulus. We did not observe distinct valleys associated with transition for trajectories that started 400 cm from the eye, although the firing rate decreased more rapidly than during simple translations (compare Figs. 3A and 4A). These data suggest that DCMD responses were affected by the relative distance and location of transition of visual stimuli. Therefore, we measured the firing rate and time of the valley in response to transitions to looming and tested for putative effects of distance and direction of motion.
Transition at 90°. At 400 cm from the longitudinal plane of the locust's eye, transition to looming resulted in a decrease in firing rate to a basal level for ϳ300 ms (Fig. 4A, top) ; therefore there was no distinct valley to be included in subsequent analysis. However, the firing rate decreased more rapidly after TOT than it did for purely translating disks. At all distances and consistent with responses to purely translating disks, the firing rate increased more gradually during the translation phase of motion starting in the posterior visual field (Fig. 4A) . The firing rate then increased to a peak near TOC during the looming phase. At the two closer distances [ Fig. 4A , middle (80 cm) and bottom (40 cm)], transition to looming resulted in a distinct valley in the firing rate followed by an increase during looming.
The time of each valley (F 3 ϭ 26.44) and associated firing rate ( 3 2 ϭ 44.87) depended on the type of trajectory (Fig. 4B ). While the direction of initial motion did not affect DCMD responses to transitions to looming at 90°, the firing rate (Tukey) and time (Holm-Sidak) were affected by the proximity of the disk, such that transitions further away resulted in a lower valley firing rate that occurred earlier relative to TOC.
Transitions at 45°/135°. At 400 cm from the eye (Fig. 5A,  top) , transitions at 45°(A45) or 135°(P135) had no effect on DCMD activity during the translatory phase of motion and the response to the subsequent looming phase, for either direction, was similar to that for direct looms. At the two closer distances (80 cm and 40 cm), the DCMD response to transition was qualitatively similar to that for transitions at 90°, i.e., a distinct valley associated with TOT c followed by a typical looming response (Fig. 5A, middle and bottom) . Motion initiated in the Inset (middle) shows the trajectory category (not to scale). At 400 cm from the plane at the locust's eye (top), transition to looming resulted in a decrease in firing rate to a basal level for ϳ300 ms. The firing rate then increased to a peak during the looming phase. At the 2 closer distances (80 cm, middle; 40 cm, bottom), transition to looming resulted in a distinct valley in the firing rate followed by an increase during looming. B: DCMD firing rate (top) and time relative to TOC of the valley (t v , bottom) in response to transition to looming. Both parameters were affected by the proximity at the time of transition but were unaffected by the initial direction of motion. Bars are means Ϯ SD, and box plots are medians with 90th and 10th percentiles; n ϭ 20 locusts. Different letters represent significant differences. See text for statistical details.
posterior visual field also resulted in a more gradual increase in the firing rate (Fig. 5A) .
Similar to transitions at 90°, the valley firing rate ( 3 2 ϭ 46.77) and time (F 3 ϭ 79.84) depended on the trajectory (Fig.  5B) . Specifically, the firing rate (Tukey) was affected by the proximity but not the direction of motion, and the time of the valley (Holm-Sidak) was affected by proximity and direction. Transitions further away resulted in a lower valley firing rate, and at the closest distance (40 cm) the valley occurred later, relative to TOC, in response to motion initiated in the posterior visual field (P135-40).
Transition at 45°/135°after passing through 90°. At 400 cm from the eye, translating disks that passed through 90°azimuth (Fig. 6A, top) evoked DCMD activity that was similar to that in response to pure translation at the same distance, i.e., the firing rate peaked near T90°and was consistently higher for motion initiated in the anterior visual field. We also observed a typical looming response within 1 s after TOT c . At closer Fig. 5 . Mean DCMD responses and statistical summary for responses to translating to looming trajectories with transitions at 45°azimuth from motion initiated in the anterior visual field and 135°azimuth from motion initiated in the posterior visual field. A: PSTHs aligned to TOC (t ϭ 0 s, red lines) for responses to mirrored trajectories set at different distances from the longitudinal plane at the locust's eye. Same labeling convention as in Fig. 4 . In response to motion at the farthest distance (400 cm, top) DCMD activity was unaffected by transition, whereas at the 2 closer distances (80 cm, middle; 40 cm, bottom) transition produced a distinct valley in the firing rate. B: valley firing rates were higher at the closest distance of transition (top), and there was no effect of the direction of motion. The time of each valley occurred later for transitions at closer distances (bottom), with the latest in response to P135-40. Bars are means Ϯ SD, and box plots are medians with 90th and 10th percentiles, n ϭ 20 locusts. Different letters represent significant differences. See text for statistical details. Fig. 4 . Inset (middle) shows the trajectory category (not to scale). For motion at the furthest distance (top) DCMD activity showed distinct translation and looming responses, whereas at the 2 closer distances (80 cm, middle; 40 cm, bottom) transition produced a distinct valley in the firing rate. B: there was no effect of the direction of motion, and, within a direction, valley firing rates were higher at the closest distance of transition (top). The time of each valley occurred later for transitions at closer distances (bottom), with the latest in response to A135-40. Box plots are medians with 90th and 10th percentiles, and bars are means Ϯ SD; n ϭ 20 locusts. Different letters represent significant differences. See text for statistical details.
distances, we observed a T90°-associated peak and a decrease in the firing rate after T90° (Fig. 6A, middle and bottom) . However, after TOT c at all distances, the firing rate decreased even further, which for 80 and 40 cm distances produced a clear valley.
The proximity and direction of disk motion significantly affected the valley firing rate ( 3 2 ϭ 35.90) and time of the valley (F 3 ϭ 484.81) (Fig. 6B) . While the firing rate (Tukey) and time (Holm-Sidak) were unaffected by direction at 80 cm, the valley firing rate was greater and occurred later for motion initiated in the anterior visual field at 40 cm. Transition at 80 cm evoked a lower-amplitude valley that occurred earlier.
In summary, data from experiment 1 show that DCMD activity after transition to looming was more strongly modulated by disks that changed trajectory when closest to the locust and there was no effect of direction (i.e., approaching from the anterior or posterior visual field) for disks that transitioned at 90°azimuth or disks that transitioned in the anterior or posterior visual field at 80 cm. However, the DCMD responded earlier to transitions in the posterior visual field (P135 and A135) at the closest distance (40 cm).
Experiment 2: Transition From and/or Back to Looming
Contrary to transitions to a looming trajectory, transition away from looming evoked characteristic local peaks in the DCMD firing rate (Fig. 7, B-D) . Subsequent transitions back to looming resulted in a valley in the firing rate (Fig. 7, C and D) similar to results from experiment 1. We also observed a smaller local valley after the initial peak evoked by disks that transitioned directly to 0°or 180°azimuth (Fig. 7B) . Initial looming components, prior to transition, of the approaches of a larger disk (14 cm) evoked a more gradual increase in the firing rate, consistent with known properties of DCMD responses to higher l/|v| values (where l is half-size of the object and |v| is absolute approach velocity) (Gabbiani et al. 1999 ). However, the peaks after TOT n and the subsequent decrease in firing rate to the time of the valley after TOT c were similar for . See text for details on stimulus parameters. A: direct loom from 90°azimuth. B: transition to 0°or 180°azimuth. C: transition to 45°or 135°azimuth followed by transition to looming. D: transition to 45°o r 135°azimuth followed by transition to looming followed by transition to 0°or 180°. Transition from looming evokes a local peak in DCMD activity (red arrows), whereas transition to looming evokes a local decrease in the firing rate (valley, asterisks). The 2 distinct peaks in the firing rate in B and C are associated with TOT and TOC (defined by the valley), whereas in D they are associated with each TOT. There is no clear TOC-associated peak in D. Shaded areas represent the time that the disk traveled along a noncolliding trajectory. Dashed lines represent mirrored trajectories within a trajectory type. Data in middle and bottom of each panel are from presentations of a 7-cm disk (gray line) or a 14-cm disk (black line). both disk sizes used here. To compare DCMD firing properties within each trajectory type, we measured the firing rate and time (relative to TOC) of each peak or valley as well as the peak width at half the maximum firing rate (for TOC-associated peaks) and the number of spikes from 1.5 s before to 0.2 s after TOC.
Transition to 0(180). The trajectory type significantly affected the peak firing rate ( 9 2 ϭ 98.11), peak time ( 9 2 ϭ 142.58), peak width at half-maximum ( 5 2 ϭ 56.63), and number of spikes ( 5 2 ϭ 91.12) (Fig. 8) . TOC-or TOPassociated peak firing rates were highest for simple looming disks approaching from 90°azimuth ( Fig. 8A; Tukey) . Within a trajectory type, transition from looming for either disk size evoked similar TOP-and TOT-associated peak firing rates. However, within each trajectory type, there was no effect of disk size on the time of peak firing (Fig. 8B) . Whereas TOT-associated peaks occurred earlier than TOC-or TOPassociated peaks, there was no effect of the direction of transition on any peak time. Within each disk size, transitions from looming evoked longer-duration TOC-associated peaks and there was no difference for transitions to either 0°or 180° (  Fig. 8C) . Within a trajectory type, there was no effect of disk size on peak width for approaches from 90°or transitions to 180°, whereas for transitions to 0°a 7-cm disk evoked a narrower peak than a 14-cm disk. Direct looms from 90°e voked significantly more spikes than transition to either 0°or 180° (Fig. 8D) . For both transitioning trajectories, the only significant difference was fewer spikes evoked by a 7-cm disk transitioning to 0°. These data suggest that transition to a nonlooming trajectory attenuated increasing DCMD activity during motion, but the effects were relatively invariant to the location of transition or the size of the disk.
Transition to 45(135) . For transitions to 45°or 135°azi-muth, there was a significant effect of the trajectory type on the peak firing rate ( 9 2 ϭ 145.96), peak time ( 9 2 ϭ 198.78), peak width at half-maximum ( 5 2 ϭ 64.70), firing rate at the valley ( 5 2 ϭ 89.94), time of the valley ( 5 2 ϭ 9.63), and number of spikes ( 5 2 ϭ 67.51) (Fig. 9 ). There was a significantly higher TOC-associated peak firing rate amplitude in response to a 7-cm disk that transitioned to looming at 45°azimuth ( Fig. 9A ; Tukey). The TOT-associated peak was significantly lower for transitions at 45°, irrespective of disk size, whereas for transitions at 135°the peak did not differ from a subsequent TOC-associated peak within the same trajectory. TOC-associated peaks occurred significantly later for a 7-cm disk that transitioned at either 45°or 135°, and there was no difference in the time of the TOT-associated peak, irrespective of trajectory or size (Fig. 9B) . Disk size did not affect peak width within a trajectory, and transitions at 135°evoked the narrowest peaks (Fig. 9C) . Valley amplitudes were significantly lower than the time-matched firing rate in response to direct looms (90°), and there was little effect of disk size or direction within transitioning trajectories (Fig. 9D) . Similarly, trajectory and size had little effect on the time of the valley (Fig. 9E) . The number of spikes was consistently lower in response to presentation of a 7-cm disk irrespective of trajectory (Fig. 9F) . These data suggest that modulation of DCMD firing was relatively insensitive to disk size or direction associated with each trajectory change. However, contrary to findings from experiment 1, stimulus history on responses to a 7-cm disk that transitioned to looming after transition away from looming did affect TOC-associated responses, such that the TOC-associated peak was delayed.
Transition to 45¡180(135¡0).
Compound trajectories that transitioned from, to, and finally away from looming significantly affected the peak firing rate ( 9 2 ϭ 154.93), peak time ( 9 2 ϭ 201.44), peak width at half-maximum ( 5 2 ϭ 37.96), firing rate at the valley ( 5 2 ϭ 87.30), time of the valley ( 5 2 ϭ Fig. 8 . Comparison of DCMD firing parameters between responses to simple looming disks and disks that transitioned to 0°or 180°azimuth. A: TOC-or TOP-associated peak firing rates (f p ) were highest for simple looming disks approaching from 90°azimuth. Within a trajectory type, transition from looming for either disk size evoked similar TOP-and TOT-associated peak firing rates. B: within each trajectory type, there was no effect of disk size on the time of peak firing. TOT-associated peaks occurred earlier than TOC-/ TOP-associated peaks, but there was no effect of the direction of transition on any peak time. C: within each disk size, direct looms from 90°evoked narrower TOC-associated peaks and there was no difference for transitions to either 0°or 180°. Within a trajectory type there was no effect of disk size on peak width for approaches from 90°or transitions to 180°, whereas for transitions to 0°a 7-cm disk evoked a narrower peak than a 14-cm disk. D: direct looms from 90°evoked significantly more spikes than transition to either 0°or 180°. For both transitioning trajectories, the only significant difference was fewer spikes evoked by a 7-cm disk transitioning to 0°. Data are plotted as medians with 90th and 10th percentiles; n ϭ 25 locusts. Letters above (or below) horizontal lines indicate that there are no significant differences within a group of bars. Different letters indicate significant differences. See text for statistical details.
10.22), and number of spikes ( 5 2 ϭ 75.61) (Fig. 10) . TOC-or TOP-associated peak firing was significantly lower in response to TOT n2 for the trajectory type 135¡0, with no effect of disk size within a trajectory ( Fig. 10A; Tukey) . Disk size or trajectory type had little effect on the TOT n1 -associated peak firing rate or on the timing of TOC-or either TOT-associated peak firing (Fig. 10B) , although TOT n1 -associated peaks occurred significantly earlier than TOC/TOT n2 -associated peaks. Within direct looms (90°) a 14-cm disk evoked a wider peak than a 7-cm disk (Fig. 10C) . However, there was little effect of disk size or trajectory type within transitioning trajectories. Compared with time-matched firing rates for direct looms, valley firing rates for transitioning trajectories were lower, and the only size effect was within 45¡180 (Fig. 10D) . Neither disk size or trajectory type had much significant effect on the time of the valley (Fig. 10E) , and 7-cm disks evoked fewer spikes than 14-cm disks, irrespective of the trajectory type (Fig. 10F) . Consistent with data from the previous trajectory types, DCMD firing modulation and timing relative to TOC or TOP were relatively insensitive to the disk size or direction associated with each transition.
In summary, data from experiment 2 show that transition away from looming resulted in a transient increase in the DCMD firing rate and subsequent transition to looming resulted in a decrease. Moreover, except for a mild though significant later TOC-associated peak time for 7-cm disks with a final transition back to looming at 45°or 135°, stimulus history had little effect on a final looming response. Transitions that occurred in the same region of the visual field resulted in DCMD responses that were relatively invariant for different disk sizes.
Timing and Modulation of DCMD Firing After Transition
In the previous sections, we calculated the time of the peak or valley relative to TOC or TOP to describe DCMD responses to trajectory changes within the time window of stimulus presentation. To determine whether modulation of DCMD firing was dependent on the type of trajectory change, we also calculated the response time (␦) from each TOT to the time of each associated peak or valley across both experiments (Fig. 11) . Comparing data from all presentations using a 7-cm disk, we found that the trajectory significantly affected the response time (H 23 ϭ 248.43, n ϭ 45 locusts). Although the response times were highly variable, within each trajectory type for experiment 1 DCMD responded earlier to transitions that occurred closer to the eye (40 cm, Fig. 11A ; Dunn's). For experiment 2, there Fig. 9 . Comparison of DCMD firing parameters between responses to simple looming disks and disks that transitioned to 45°or 135°azimuth followed by transition to looming. A: the only significant difference in the TOC-associated peak firing rate was a larger amplitude peak in response to a 7-cm disk that transitioned to looming at 45°azimuth. The TOT-associated peak was significantly lower for transitions at 45°, irrespective of disk size, whereas for transitions at 135°the peak did not differ from a subsequent TOC-associated peak, within the same trajectory. B: TOC-associated peaks occurred significantly later for a 7-cm disk that transitioned at either 45°or 135°, and there was no difference in the time of the TOT-associated peak, irrespective of trajectory or size. C: there was no effect of disk size on peak width within a trajectory, and transitions at 135°evoked the narrowest peaks. D: valley amplitudes were significantly lower than the time-matched firing rate in response to direct looms (90°), and there was little effect of disk size or direction within transitioning trajectories. E: similarly, trajectory and size had little effect on the time of the valley. F: the number of spikes was consistently lower in response to presentation of a 7-cm disk, irrespective of disk size or trajectory. Data are plotted as medians with 90th and 10th percentiles; n ϭ 25 locusts. Letters above (or below) horizontal lines indicate that there are no significant differences within a group of bars. Different letters indicate significant differences. See text for statistical details.
were no differences in the response times for similar transitions (n or c) across all trajectories. For trajectories 45°or 135°, responses to transitions to looming were faster than responses to transitions away from looming. There was also a significant effect of disk size and trajectory type on the response time (data from experiment 2, H 23 ϭ 238.84, n ϭ 25 locusts; Fig.  11B ). For trajectories 0, 180 in experiment 2, the DCMD responded earlier to larger disks within the same type of transition (Dunn's). There was no effect of disk size for trajectories 45 and 135, although DCMD responded earlier to transitions to a collision trajectory. There was little effect of disk size or type of transition for trajectories 45¡180 or 135¡0, with the exception that responses were earlier for the first and second transition to noncollision of a 14-cm disk along trajectory 135¡0. These data suggest that modulation of DCMD activity at the time of transition was dependent on the region of the visual field where transition occurred, the proximity of the transition, and the size of the disk, although over a narrow time window.
Trajectory changes in each experiment differed with respect to the trajectory prior to transition, the proximity of the transition, and the time of transition within stimulus presentation. These factors account for unique expansion properties for each trajectory type (see MATERIALS AND METHODS) . Using the instantaneous subtense angular acceleration (Љ) and the instantaneous azimuthal angular acceleration of the leading edge (Љ) associated with each transition type, we found that transitions away from looming produce a decrease in = (Љ Ͻ 0) and an increase in = (Љ Ͼ 0) whereas transitions to looming have the opposite effect (Fig. 12A) . Thus the sign and magnitude of Љ and Љ depended on the direction and proximity of a trajectory change as well as the object size. To determine whether there was a relationship between these expansion parameters and DCMD responses, we plotted Љ and Љ against the mean change in firing rate (f=, Fig. 12B ) or the response time (␦, Fig.  12C ). Firing rate modulation (f=) was Ͼ 1 for Љ Ͻ 0 and Љ Ͼ 0, which are associated with transitions away from looming. Conversely, transitions to looming (Љ Ͼ 0 and Љ Ͻ 0) resulted in f= Ͻ 1. To determine whether the magnitude of f= was related to the magnitude of Љ and Љ, we fit the data with a 2D Gaussian model ( Fig. 12B ; see MATERIALS AND METHODS). The data were well fit (r 2 ϭ 0.75) by the equation:
Compared to f=, the response time (␦) was relatively invariant at different combined values of Љ and Љ and was poorly Fig. 10 . Comparison of DCMD firing parameters between responses to simple looming disks and disks that transitioned to 45°or 180°azimuth followed by transition to looming followed by transition to 0°or 180°. A: TOC-or TOP-associated peak firing was significantly lower in response to TOT n2 for the trajectory type 135¡0, and there was no effect of disk size within a trajectory. There was little effect of disk size or trajectory type on the TOT n1 -associated peak firing rate. B: disk size and trajectory type had little effect on the timing of TOC or either TOT-associated peak firing. TOT n1 -associated peaks occurred significantly earlier than TOC-/TOT n2 -associated peaks. C: within direct looms (90°) a 14-cm disk evoked a wider peak than a 7-cm disk. However, there was little effect of disk size or trajectory type within transitioning trajectories. D: compared with time-matched firing rates for direct looms, valley firing rates for transitioning trajectories were lower and the only size effect was observed for 45¡180. E: neither disk size or trajectory type had much significant effect on the time of the valley. F: 7-cm disks evoked fewer spikes than 14-cm disks, irrespective of the trajectory type. Data are plotted as medians with 90th and 10th percentiles; n ϭ 25 locusts. Letters above (or below) horizontal lines indicate that there are no significant differences within a group of bars. Different letters indicate significant differences. See text for statistical details. fit (r 2 ϭ 0.34) by a 2D Gaussian model. Indeed, the attempted fit did not satisfy tolerances of the equation and thus could not be plotted. While we do not attempt to ascribe a biophysical explanation of this equation to known properties of the LGMD/ DCMD pathway, these data suggest that DCMD firing modulation is related to unique trajectory changes of moving objects with a consistent response time.
DISCUSSION
This is the first study to quantify and compare DCMD firing in response to objects that translate over a wide range of the locust's visual field and transition to or from looming. We found that during translation the DCMD firing rate increased, peaked near the time the disk passed through 90°azimuth, and then decreased as the disk continued along a translating trajectory. Responses were related to different translation properties in that the peak firing rate was highest for closer objects that translated from the anterior to the posterior visual field. Given that the only information provided to the eye during object translation is the angular size and retinal slip speed, it is possible that larger objects farther away will produce the same parameters as small objects that are closer. We did not test different translating objects of different sizes because these trajectories were a subset of stimuli within a broader sequence of presentations. Further experiments are needed to determine whether the DCMD unambiguously encodes translation proximity. We also found that trajectory changes during motion modulated the DCMD firing rate in a trajectory-dependent manner. Transition to looming resulted in a firing rate decrease, whereas transition away from looming increased the firing rate. However, consistent responses to trajectories with a final looming component, regardless of previous trajectory changes, revealed that the DCMD remained sensitive to looming objects with different stimulus histories. Although the DCMD responded more quickly to larger disks that transitioned to looming, the response time to each transition was also relatively insensitive to stimulus history. Finally, we found that while a change in firing rate was related to expansion proper- Fig. 11 . Comparison of response times (␦) for all transitions across both experiments. A: data from presentation of a 7-cm disk showing the response time from either a valley after TOT c (gray boxes) or a peak after TOT n (white boxes). Data on left are from experiment 1, and data on right are from experiment 2. For experiment 1, numbers immediately below x-axis indicate the initial distance from the plane at the locust's eye. Labels below distance indicate the trajectory. For experiment 2, single transitions to 0°or 180°are indicated separately, whereas the type of transition [to noncollision (n) or collision (c)] is identified above each subsequent trajectory type. Although response times were highly variable, within each trajectory type for experiment 1 they were significantly lower when disks were initially closer to the eye (40 cm). There was no effect of trajectory within the same initial distance. For experiment 2 there were no differences in the response times for similar transitions (n or c) across all trajectories. For trajectories 45 or 135, responses to transitions to looming were faster than responses to transitions away from looming. B: data from all presentations in experiment 2. For trajectories 0 and 180, DCMD responded earlier to larger disks within the same type of transition. There was no effect of disk size for trajectories 45 and 135, although DCMD responded earlier to transitions to a collision trajectory. There was little effect of disk size or type of transition for trajectories 45¡180 or 135¡0, with the exception that responses were earlier for the first and second transition to noncollision of a 14-cm disk along trajectory 135¡0. Data are plotted as medians with 90th and 10th percentiles; n ϭ 25 locusts. Letters above horizontal lines indicate that there are no significant differences within a group of bars. Different letters indicate significant differences. See text for statistical details.
ties that describe unique transitions (i.e., Љ and Љ), the response time was relatively invariant to the type of transition.
Looming DCMD responses to a direct looming disk, an increasing firing rate that peaked near TOC ( Fig. 2A) , were consistent with previous reports (Gabbiani et al. 1999; Gray 2005; Gray et al. 2001; Guest and Gray 2006; Matheson et al. 2004; Rind and Simmons 1992) . Our observation of invariance of the time of peak firing and total number of spikes with respect to the azimuthal approach angle is consistent with previous findings (Gabbiani et al. 2001; Rogers et al. 2010) . Conversely, Guest and Gray (2006) reported that a disk approaching from 45°p roduced a significantly earlier peak time than an approach from 135°, although the difference was small (11.5 ms). With respect to peak firing rates and consistent with results reported here, Rogers et al. (2010) reported that looming objects in the anterior visual field resulted in lower peak firing rates relative to objects looming in the posterior visual field and that objects approaching at 90°produced the highest peak firing rate. In terms of spike number and time of peak firing, our findings support an earlier hypothesis (Gabbiani et al. 2001 ) that the LGMD is relatively invariant to the approach angle of a direct loom within the azimuthal plane. This may be explained by a balance between optical densities across the eye and positiondependent DCMD sensitivity to local motion (Krapp and Gabbiani 2005) , which is manifested through balanced electrotonic filtering of inputs onto the LGMD dendritic tree and directional selectivity of motion detectors (Peron et al. 2009 ). Similar invariance in teleost fish (Gallagher and Northmore 2006) suggests that looming detectors respond equally to objects approaching from a wide range of the visual field. However, we cannot ignore the differences in firing rate between direct looms within the azimuthal plane demonstrated by our data [and azimuthal and vertical plane differences shown by Rogers et al. (2010) ]. Consistent with previous reports (Gray et al. 2001; Rogers et al. 2010 ), lower firing rates in the frontal region of the locust's visual field may be related to the sensitivity of this pathway to approaching objects from the side (such as a predator) instead of head-on approaches (such as an object in the flight path).
Translation
The translating disks used here evoked an increase in the DCMD firing rate that peaked near the time the disk passed through 90°azimuth. We found that disks moving along a closer translatory trajectory from anterior to posterior evoked larger peak firing rates, and the peak occurred later compared with response to motion initiated in the anterior visual field (Fig. 3) . The peak firing rates we observed ranged from 49 Ϯ 14 spikes/s in response to P-400 to 113 Ϯ 24 spikes/s in response to A-40. Previous studies suggest that the LGMD/ DCMD pathway is relatively insensitive to translating stimuli (Gabbiani and Krapp 2006; Hatsopoulos et al. 1995; Peron and Gabbiani 2009a; Rind and Simmons 1992) . However, in each of these studies, the visual stimuli used did not fully test DCMD responses over a wide range of the locust's visual field or the stimuli used differed from the translatory motion we define here. Moreover, earlier studies ( terer 1977) quantified DCMD responses by total spike number and not firing rate. Most recently, Peron and Gabbiani (2009a) reported that translating squares or rectangles elicited brief onset transients of ϳ50 spikes/s followed by sustained firing rates of ϳ10 spikes/s-responses that were independent of velocity, size, aspect ratio, and direction of motion. This different result may be attributable to differences between their stimuli and those used here. Motion at a constant azimuthal velocity and subsequent stimulation of a constant number of ommatidia, as implied by Peron and Gabbiani (2009a) , would be indicative of an object rotating about the locust's dorsoventral axis. Conversely, true translation in three-dimensional space (motion parallel to the locust's longitudinal body axis) would produce an azimuthal angular velocity that increases as it approaches 90°and decreases after passing through 90°. This would result in an increase in the object's subtense angle and thus stimulate a greater number of ommatidia as the object approaches 90°azimuth. Indeed, when a looming component was added to their translating stimuli (Peron and Gabbiani 2009b) , the LGMD firing rate increased as a square approached, but to a lesser degree compared with pure looming (see Fig. 7C ). Rind and Simmons (1992) predicted that translating stimuli would contain an element of loom such that the velocity of edge expansion would increase and then decrease as if the object had approached and then receded away. Moreover, Judge and Rind (1997) reported that squares approaching along near-miss trajectories offset from 90°azimuth evoked LGMD responses that were similar to looming but with lower peak firing rates. The difference in the peak firing rates for similarly offset translation (3°) used here (113 spikes/s) and by Judge and Rind (1997) (60 spikes/s) may be related to the orientation of the trajectory relative to the locust and therefore the extent of stimulation across the retina. Translation orthogonal to the locust's longitudinal body axis (Judge and Rind 1997) would stimulate relatively fewer ommatidia compared with translation parallel to the same body axis, as presented here, and therefore potentially generate relatively weaker LGMD excitation. Nevertheless, these two studies are consistent in that the firing rate increases during motion of an object that is offset from a direct collision course. Our data are also consistent with findings that objects that travel along constant trajectories that diverge from directly in front of animal (another form of near miss) also evoke an increase in the DCMD firing rate (Gray et al. 2001) . From a behavioral perspective, locusts generate wing asymmetries and steering torques associated with collision avoidance behavior in response to objects that approach along trajectories that are offset from looming (Robertson and Johnson 1993a) , suggesting that objects need not travel exclusively along a direct collision course to activate motion detection circuitry linked to avoidance behavior.
While Peron et al. (2009) did not find an increase in LGMD firing rate during translation across 60°of the azimuthal plane, they reported an effect of direction in that motion from anterior to posterior evoked greater activity than motion in the opposite direction, indicating some sort of specificity to the direction of translational movements reported here. Other systems also demonstrate specificity to translation. These include the lobula plate interneurons in flies (Krapp et al. 1998 ) and neurons in the accessory optic system in pigeons (Wylie and Frost 1999) . Our results suggest that directional sensitivity of DCMD responses to translation may be correlated with the relative density of ommatidia across the eye, assuming the number of local inputs alone is dominant in forming the response. However, even though the density of ommatidia is highest in the anterior and gradually decreases toward the posterior region of the eye (Krapp and Gabbiani 2005; Peron et al. 2007) , there is an apparently weak negative correlation between ommatidium density and DCMD sensitivity along the horizontal axis (Krapp and Gabbiani 2005) . This is, in part, explained by thicker dendrites, which are closer to the LGMD spike initiation zone, sampling the posterior field of view (Peron et al. 2007) , which was interpreted to generate a more robust response. Thus we cannot negate the possibility that other biophysical factors and network properties presynaptic to the LGMD/DCMD shape responses to translation. Nevertheless, our data suggest that while LGMD is sensitive to looming stimuli, it may have the capacity to monitor spatiotemporal properties of motion along other trajectory types. This is not unexpected given that, in its natural environment, this single visual pathway is challenged by a variety of motion trajectories. In addition, although there are directionally selective visual neurons in the locust that respond to translational stimuli (Rind 1990) , there are no identified small-field neurons that are exclusively sensitive to translation (Borst and Haag 2002; Kien 1974) .
Trajectory Changes and Stimulus History
Data from experiments 1 and 2 revealed that changes in object trajectory affected expansion properties of the disk depending on the distance and type of trajectory change. At the time of transition to looming, the instantaneous expansion velocity of the object increased whereas the velocity of the leading edge decreased; at this time the DCMD firing rate decreased (Fig. 12A, TOT c ) . Transitions away from looming had the opposite effect (Fig. 12A, TOT n1 ). While f= was strongly correlated with a combination of Љ and Љ (r 2 ϭ 0.75), the timing of the response was relatively insensitive (r 2 ϭ 0.34) (Fig. 12, B and C) . The absolute firing rate and response time after a trajectory change were invariant for the two disk sizes used here (Figs. 8 -10 ). While our data suggest a correlation between the change of the DCMD firing rate (f=) and a change in object expansion (Љ) in combination with a change in the object's leading-edge velocity (Љ), further experiments are needed to determine in which way they are involved in an underlying biophysical mechanism. Our data also showed that the TOC-associated peak DCMD firing rate and peak time were unaffected by the stimulus history that included trajectory changes. These findings show that, in resting animals, the LGMD/DCMD pathway is able to respond to dynamic properties of object motion associated with changes in trajectory, irrespective of object size, and that trajectory changes do not affect looming sensitivity.
DCMD Responses to Compound Object Motion Trajectories
Previous studies have described relationships between firing properties of the LGMD/DCMD pathway and expansion properties of approaching objects and have resulted in models describing the underlying neural mechanisms (Gabbiani et al. 1999; Rind and Bramwell 1996) . These studies suggest that LGMD activity is controlled by excitation spreading through retinotopic inputs from the eye (Peron et al. 2009 ) and modulated by feedforward inhibition onto a distinct branch of the
LGMD (Gabbiani et al. 2002) . This model suggests that the LGMD performs a multiplicative computation that accounts for an increase in firing rate during an approach that is related to the ratio of the half-size of the object l and the absolute approach velocity |v| (Gabbiani et al. 2002; however, see Bermú-dez i Badia et al. 2010 for an alternate explanation). This model may also explain how a habituated DCMD is able to respond to a novel stimulus (Gray 2005) and distinguish approaches of multiple objects (Guest and Gray 2006) . Recent studies further imply that spike frequency adaptation shapes LGMD firing properties and accounts for selectivity for looming motion (Gabbiani and Krapp 2006; Gabbiani 2009a, 2009b) . The data presented here are consistent with these findings. As the object expands during translation there is a supralinear increase in the velocity of the leading edge across the ommatidia, which results in an increased firing rate (Fig. 3A) . At the point of transition to looming, leading-edge expansion decreases across a subset of ommatidia. This would reduce the spread of excitation through the presynaptic network and allow for a delayed feedforward inhibition to build up and counteract excitation. Moreover, adaptation mediated by Ca 2ϩ -dependent potassium conductance across the LGMD membrane (Peron and Gabbiani 2009a) would contribute to reduction of the firing rate. Supralinear edge expansion during a subsequent loom, however, would reactivate spreading excitation and overcome inhibition; thus the firing rate would increase. Conversely, transition from looming, characterized by an increase in leading-edge expansion, would cause a firing rate increase. If the object continues along a noncolliding trajectory and passes through 90°azimuth, then (and =) would eventually decrease, reducing spreading excitation and allowing inhibition to dominate, thus causing a subsequent decrease in the firing rate. Although it was beyond the scope of this study, a clear next step is to incorporate our experimental data into existing biological models (e.g., Gabbiani et al. 1999; Hatsopoulos et al. 1995; Rind and Bramwell 1996; Rind and Simmons 1999) and/or robot models (Bermúdez i Badia et al. 2007; Meng et al. 2010; Yue et al. 2010) .
Recent findings suggest that a visually triggered escape jump by locusts involves multiplexing of three distinct, time-varying parameters of DCMD firing (Fotowat et al. 2011) . It would be interesting to test whether modulation of the DCMD firing rate that we observed represents multiplexing of information over multiple timescales (Panzeri et al. 2010 ) as a mechanism for encoding complex stimulus parameters. For example, it is possible that an instantaneous firing rate change codes for the presence of a trajectory change whereas the firing rate over a longer time frame (tens of milliseconds) encodes the direction and velocity of motion along the new trajectory. Functionally, a transient drop in the firing rate associated with transition to looming may "reset" the LGMD/DCMD pathway, bringing the firing rate below a level that is associated with a threshold angle implicated in looming detection (Gabbiani et al. 1999) . The system would thus be "primed" for detection of a looming object, irrespective of stimulus history. This possibility notwithstanding, it is necessary to test DCMD responses to visual stimuli that include an optic flow field, thus more closely mimicking free-flight collisions during visually induced collision avoidance behaviors (Mohr and Gray 2003) . Additional experiments that include recordings from flight steering muscles will help determine whether modulation of the firing rate has a functional role.
Our results may also be explained on the basis of the spatial limitations of the compound eye, where translatory motion stimulates more ommatidia per second than a looming approach and a transitional change in motion to looming or away from looming would either decrease or increase stimulus detectability, respectively. For example, in crabs, while looming stimuli are potentially more dangerous, translatory stimuli are easier to detect and elicit earlier avoidance responses (Hemmi and Pfeil 2010) . In terms of predation avoidance, however, the retinal size may be a better predictor of risk than retinal speed (Hemmi and Pfeil 2010) , since a larger object size represents either a larger predator or a predator that is closer. More experiments are required to address this possibility.
Association of the parameter Љ with modulation of the firing rate (Fig. 11) implies that uniform edge expansion may not be required to generate an increase in the LGMD firing rate during object motion and that this system may be capable of responding to objects that approach along close, noncolliding trajectories or changes in trajectory. Indeed, Fig. 3 shows that firing rate dynamics vary with the proximity and direction of translating objects. Whereas LGMD responds to the mean weighted value of l/|v| for compound objects (Guest and Gray 2006) and synchronization of excitatory inputs onto the dendritic tree may play a role in looming selectivity (Jones and Gabbiani 2010) , it remains to be tested whether there is a critical proportion of expansion for asymmetric edges to evoke a firing rate increase during motion. Perhaps the proportion of inputs that are synchronized could account for the responses to more complex forms of motion.
Previous studies (Fotowat and Gabbiani 2007; Santer et al. 2006) suggest that escape jumps and gliding are elicited when DCMD activity exceeds a threshold firing rate. Supposedly, any firing rate modulation below this threshold would not be important for generating an escape. However, a recent report of another motion-sensitive neuron, the late DCMD (LDCMD; Gray et al. 2010) , showed that coincident firing with the DCMD reached a maximum firing rate earlier in an approach. Given that the DCMD is likely not the only neuron involved in collision avoidance, coincident firing may be important in a feedback flight control system. Accordingly, it would be useful to investigate concomitant firing properties of the DCMD and other visual neurons in response to the stimuli used here, before the LGMD threshold is reached.
It may not be so surprising that DCMD is able to respond to motion stimuli beyond looming. Previous studies on locusts have shown this (e.g., Rind and Simmons 1992) , and loomingsensitive neurons in other systems also respond to different forms of motion. Class 2 visual neurons in the optic lobe of the moth Manduca sexta respond to looming stimuli as well as horizontal or vertical movement of large-field gratings (Wicklein and Strausfeld 2000) . Moreover, directionally sensitive interneurons in M. sexta may be involved in encoding complex motion (Wicklein and Varju 1999) . Motion-sensitive units in the praying mantis show responses to looming stimuli that are similar to those of the locust LGMD (Yamawaki and Toh 2009a) , and one of these units also responds to translating stimuli with an increase in firing rate as the object passes through the center of the field of view (Yamawaki and Toh 2009b) . This unit is also directionally selective to translation across the mantis eye. MLG1 neurons in the crab not only are highly sensitive to looming stimuli but also are directionally selective to lateral stimulus motion, i.e., translating across their visual field ). Looming-sensitive neurons in the nucleus isthmi of fish also respond to changes in motion direction (Gallagher and Northmore 2006) . Human studies show that estimation of the time to passage (TTP) is perceived in parallel with the direction of motion in depth (dMID) for objects that travel along near-miss trajectories (Gray and Regan 2006) . Accordingly, future experiments with the model system presented here could provide further insights into general mechanisms of how visual systems encode complex object motion.
